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Abstract 

Tissue engineering is a rapidly growing field which requires advanced fabrication technologies 

to generate cell-laden tissue analogs with a wide range of internal and external physical features 

including perfusable channels, cavities, custom shapes, and spatially varying material and/or cell 

compositions. A versatile embedded printing methodology is proposed in this work for creating 

custom biomedical acellular and cell-laden hydrogel constructs by utilizing a biocompatible 

microgel composite matrix bath. Sacrificial material is patterned within a biocompatible 
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hydrogel precursor matrix bath using extrusion printing to create three-dimensional (3D) 

features; after printing, the matrix bath is cross-linked, and the sacrificial material is flushed 

away to create perfusable channels within the bulk composite hydrogel matrix. The composite 

matrix bath material consists of jammed cross-linked hydrogel microparticles (microgels) to 

control rheology during fabrication along with a fluid hydrogel precursor which is cross-linked 

after fabrication to form the continuous phase of the composite hydrogel. For demonstration, 

gellan or enzymatically cross-linked gelatin microgels are utilized with a continuous gelatin 

hydrogel precursor solution to make the composite matrix bath herein; the composite hydrogel 

matrix is formed by cross-linking the continuous gelatin phase enzymatically after printing. A 

variety of features including discrete channels, junctions, networks, and external contours are 

fabricated in the proposed composite matrix bath using embedded printing. Cell-laden constructs 

with printed features are also evaluated; the microgel composite hydrogel matrices support cell 

activity, and printed channels enhance proliferation compared to solid constructs even in static 

culture. The proposed method can be expanded as a solid object sculpting method to sculpt 

external contours by printing a shell of sacrificial ink and further discarding excess composite 

hydrogel matrix after printing and cross-linking. While aqueous alginate solution is used as a 

sacrificial ink, more advanced sacrificial materials can be utilized for better printing resolution. 

 

1. Introduction 

The progress of tissue engineering has been recently promoted by three-dimensional (3D) 

printing.1-8 For tissue engineering to be clinically relevant, the capability to fabricate perfusable 

thick tissues is indispensable. Herein, thick tissues are referred to cellular tissues with a thickness 

higher than the diffusion limit (usually 200 µm or less approximately). Fortunately, 3D printing 
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can be utilized to fabricate perfusable thick tissues in two complementary ways: freeform 

fabrication in which the build material forms a final construct or printing a sacrificial template to 

define perfusable features within a cast construct. Various approaches to print living cell-laden 

tubular structures or perfusable channels by freeform fabrication have been developed including 

inkjetting,9,10 laser printing,11 and bath-supported extrusion.12-17 However, directly printing a 

perfusable thick construct, while having fewer steps than approaches using sacrificial materials, 

is inefficient because the bulk ink material occupies most of the construct volume; furthermore, 

the channel morphology may not be smooth enough even if perfusable thick constructs are 

achievable.  

 

Alternatively, 3D printed templates made of a sacrificial material have been more extensively 

investigated for generating channel networks within biological constructs18-27 to mimic 

vascularized thick tissues. There are two basic implementations of this strategy: casting a matrix 

material around a pre-printed sacrificial template (printing-then-casting) or printing a sacrificial 

template within a matrix precursor in the mold cavity (casting-then-printing, or embedded 

printing). In general, after the sacrificial template is embedded in a matrix precursor material, the 

matrix is cured and the sacrificial material is liquefied to create voids in the desired configuration 

within the construct. The printing-then-casting process is compatible with various sacrificial and 

matrix materials, relatively simple to implement, and requires no specific material 

characteristics, save that the sacrificial material be soluble in some condition where the matrix is 

stable. However, this approach is limited to simple 3D self-supporting sacrificial templates. 

Complicated 3D self-supporting templates are difficult to print for many applications, and 

sacrificial templates are easily damaged during matrix casting.  
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In the casting-then-printing/embedded printing approach, sacrificial material is patterned within 

the matrix precursor, a concept which has been successfully demonstrated in acellular and 

cellular applications.28-33 This allows simultaneous control of the template architecture and 

placement within the overall construct while minimizing handling since the construct is formed 

in a single step and can be formed within a fixture. While attractive, this casting-then-printing 

approach requires that the matrix have special rheological properties in order to retain the desired 

arrangement of sacrificial materials. In general, optimal matrix materials should be yield stress 

materials for embedded printing and cross-linkable to form bulk solids or gels after the 

embedded pattern is complete. Yield stress materials are structured or complex fluids which 

behave as elastic solids at rest but transition to liquid-like, often shear thinning, behavior upon an 

applied shear stress; such as material-specific threshold shear stress is designated the yield stress. 

This type of rheological behavior is a result of micro- and/or nano-scale structural units or 

features within the fluid which must be rearranged for flow to take place. Unfortunately, single 

hydrogel matrix materials which are intrinsically suited to this embedded printing process are 

rare. To date, only pluronic-based hydrogels25 and specially designed guest-host hydrogels30 

have been reported. However, pluronics are generally unsuitable for cell culture34 and guest-host 

hydrogels may lack long-term stability.30  

 

This study aims to design a cytocompatible hydrogel precursor composite such that it retains the 

yield stress properties of the jammed microgel filler material to enable stable embedded pattern 

formation within a continuous curable matrix bath material. Specifically, biocompatible microgel 

particles are utilized as fillers in a continuous cross-linkable hydrogel precursor phase to prepare 

composite matrix bath materials suitable for embedded printing. Thus, the entire construct matrix 
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can be stabilized after fabrication for subsequent removal of the sacrificial ink and maturation of 

engineered tissues.  

 

In contrast to prior 3D bioprinting work using similar materials,17 the matrix bath material forms 

the final construct while the printed ink serves as a temporary sacrificial patterning agent. While 

prior work explored the use of gellan microgels as a sacrificial support bath material, this study 

utilizes them as part of the final composite matrix bath, essentially inverting the printing process 

in order to efficiently fabricate bulky perfusable cross-linked cell-laden hydrogel constructs. This 

design approach has additional benefits. Composite materials offer more tunable mechanical and 

chemical properties to better mimic tissue properties since both filler and continuous phase can 

be adjusted. Other features may be added to either component as well: encapsulated soluble 

factors to direct cell behavior35 and chemical functionalities to enable controlled or cell-mediated 

degradation35 are just a couple of the possibilities. Yield stress materials also prevent particle 

(cell) sedimentation36, enabling consistent cell distribution throughout the construct even if the 

gel formation process is slow. Finally, cells and continuous matrix material form an 

interconnected network around filler particles,37,38 which increases the effective local cell density 

and promotes cellular interactions. Similar microgel-reinforced hydrogels have been found to be 

superior to either the pure matrix material or a double network comprised of the two polymers 

for engineered tissue applications; 35,39 fabrication is more convenient, properties easier to adjust, 

and cells are more functional in the microgel composites. If the filler is degradable, the maturing 

tissue can eventually fill the voids left behind; 35 if it is simply inert and biocompatible, then it 

provides extra volume to the tissue construct without consuming additional nutrients or 

producing waste, which may be advantageous in clinical soft tissue repair. The microgel 
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composite matrix bath-based embedded printing approach therefore simultaneously addresses 

two major concerns40 in tissue engineering: achieving physiological cell density and perfusing 

engineered constructs. The matrix bath material design intrinsically elevates the local cell density 

by a factor of approximately 10, assuming that the microgels occupy 90% of the construct 

volume. In addition, the ability to print channels within bulk constructs enables fabrication of 

large-scale perfusable tissue analogues using readily available materials and equipment. 

 

2. Cross-linkable Microgel Composite Matrix Bath for Embedded Printing 

2.1 Concept of embedded printing 

The printing process for embedded printing is illustrated in Figure 1. First, a reservoir is filled 

with the solid-like matrix bath material at rest. For this work, the composite matrix bath consists 

of jammed microgels (gellan or gelatin-based) as the filler to adjust rheology and hydrogel 

precursor (gelatin-based) as the continuous matrix (Figure 1(a)). Sacrificial material is deposited 

from a moving extrusion tip in the uncured matrix bath material to create features within the 

printing reservoir (Figure 1(b)). The bulk matrix bath material liquefies upon the shear stress 

from the moving extrusion tip as the microgels slide past each other (Figure 1(b) inset) to be 

liquefied to allow sacrificial ink to be deposited. Then the microgels turn to a jammed solid-like 

state to trap the deposited sacrificial material (Figure 1(c)). After the gelation process is complete 

(Figure 1(d)), the sacrificial material is removed to create void space or channels surrounded by 

the cross-linked composite hydrogel matrix as illustrated in Figure 1(e). 
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Figure 1. Printing schematic showing local behavior of the (a) static and (b) disrupted matrix 

bath material during printing as well as (c) stabilization of deposited sacrificial fluid by solid-like 

composite hydrogel matrix after printing. After (d) cross-linking, it shows (e) final construct 

macrostructural and microstructural features. 

 

2.2 Microgel composite matrix bath design 

The microgel-based composite matrix bath formulations, which are made of microgel filler 

particles in a continuous cross-linkable hydrogel precursor phase, are designed to have 

appropriate rheological properties, biocompatibility, working time, and mechanical properties. 

Two microgel materials are explored herein: gellan and gelatin. The microgel particles are 

formed as a dispersion from fragmented hydrogels, and they have a yield stress as jammed 

systems. For the continuous phase of composite matrix bath material formulations, unmodified 

gelatin is utilized in this work; the continuous phase is cross-linked using transglutaminase (TG) 

to form stable constructs after printing is complete. Figure 2 illustrates the nature of the gelatin 
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continuous phase and microgel particles (Figure 2(a)), and shows essential aspects of the gelatin-

gellan matrix bath (Figure 2(b-g)) and gelatin-gelatin matrix bath (Figure 2(h-k)) formulations. 
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Figure 2. Representative microgel composite matrix bath properties. (a) schematic of matrix 

showing microgel particles (blue) in continuous gelatin matrix (beige); inset: schematic of 

gelatin in solution and after cross-linking with TG, (b) chemical structure of gellan, (c) gellan 

microgel particles, (d) schematic of gellan gelation by aggregation of helices,  (e1-f) rheology of 

gelatin-gellan composite matrix bath to quantify the yield stress behavior at 37°C, (g) mechanical 

behavior of gelatin (without gellan) and gelatin-gellan microgel composite, (h) schematic of 

covalently cross-linked gelatin microgel, (i-j) optical micrographs of 5% and 10% gelatin 

microgels, and (k1-l) rheology of gelatin-gelatin composite matrix bath at 37°C. (Scale bars: 1 

mm) 

 

2.2.1 Gellan microgels 

As a linear anionic microbial polysaccharide, gellan has been widely used in tissue engineering, 

drug delivery, and food science.41,42 Its repeat unit is a tetrasaccharide sequence (Figure 2(a)), 

and the widely used low acyl version of gellan is utilized herein. Once heated, gellan molecules 

have a random coil configuration in aqueous solution; upon cooling, some regions come to be 

helical and aggregate to form a bulk hydrogel as physical cross-linking (Figure 2(b)). Hydrogels 

formed by low acyl gellan are clear, brittle and can be further made as microgels. 43 Gellan 

hydrogels formed in the presence of monovalent salts are thermoreversible, while divalent salts 

significantly increase thermal stability and make the gels essentially irreversible. For this work, 

gellan was prepared at 0.5% w/v in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) according to preliminary 

results.17 Stainless steel mesh was used to fragment bulk gellan gels, resulting in a dispersion of 

irregular particles and particle aggregates (average diameter 50 ± 34 µm based on light scattering 

data, and average aspect ratio 1.6 based on microscopic image analysis (Figure 2(c)). The gellan 
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concentration was fixed at 0.5% since this composition provides suitable yield stress and shear 

thinning rheology to the matrix bath formulations for the printing process, as shown in Figure 

2(e1) and (e2). In addition, oscillatory strain sweep data (Figure 2(f)) confirms that the gelatin-

gellan matrix bath material transitions from solid-like behavior, as indicated by a larger storage 

modulus, to fluid-like behavior, indicated by a larger loss modulus, at around 50% strain. This 

shear-induced liquefaction is localized to the volume immediately around the traveling tip since 

the matrix bath liquefies at considerably less than 100% strain.  

 

2.2.2 Gelatin microgels 

To demonstrate the versatility of this approach, gelatin microgels are also utilized. Derived from 

collagen, gelatin is widely used for biomedical applications. It may transform from a physical 

hydrogel to be liquefied at approximately 35°C. For physiological stability, gelatin can be cross-

linked chemically using a variety of cross-linking agents; recent work has identified the enzyme 

TG as an optimal cross-linking agent for biomedical applications for in vitro and in vivo 

applications.44 TG is an enzyme which covalently links gelatin molecules to one another, 

forming a cross-linked network. Of different enzymes, transglutaminases (TGs) help cross-link 

protein molecules covalently and have been utilized to gel protein-based hydrogels including 

gelatin and collagen 21,45,46 and result in physiologically stable constructs. As such, TG is utilized 

in this work. Many other strategies for forming physiologically stable gelatin hydrogels such as 

gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) have been developed, but they generally require chemical 

modification of native gelatin to introduce the functional groups necessary for controlled 

physical or chemical hydrogel formation. Also, the stimuli such as ultraviolet irradiation needed 

to cross-link the modified gelatin might injure living cells. 47-49 For these reasons, native gelatin 
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is used in this work to bypass the complicated process for preparing modified gelatin materials 

and avoid possible damage during gelation. Additionally, the gelatin gelation time depends on 

the enzyme concentration, but the final gel properties do not change since the enzyme continues 

to create cross-links until no more active sites are available. Enzymatic cross-linking can be 

terminated by heat inactivation of the enzyme above 70°C 50 at some defined time point to 

produce cross-linked gels with intermediate properties. Covalently cross-linked gelatin, like 

gellan, can be processed to form jammed microgel dispersions which are yield stress fluids. 

 

In this work, two gelatin concentrations, 5% and 10% w/v in PBS, were utilized to prepare 

microgels from bulk gels cross-linked using 0.5% and 1% TG, respectively, for 4 hr at 37°C. 

Both concentrations were chosen in order to have desirable mechanical stiffness of printed 

constructs for good structural integrity as well as good cell proliferation. Similar particle size 

distributions (260 ± 200 µm particle dimensions for 10% gelatin and 125 ± 100 µm particles for 

5% gelatin based on light scattering data) and morphologies are observed for both gelatin 

concentrations. Compared to gellan, the gelatin particles appear to be rougher with generally 

lower aspect ratios (average aspect ratio 1.4 for both gelatin concentrations while 1.6 for gellan 

based on image analysis). This is attributed to the tearing and agitation during the blending 

process to produce gelatin microgels as well as the higher elasticity of the gelatin bulk gels 

which causes them to tear rather than shatter during fragmentation. Both gelatin concentrations 

provide suitable yield stress and shear thinning rheology to the matrix bath formulations for the 

printing process, as shown in Figure 2(k1) and (k2). In addition, oscillatory strain sweep data 

(Figure 2(l)) confirms that the gelatin-gelatin matrix bath materials transition from solid-like 

behavior, as indicated by the fact that the storage modulus is greater than the loss modulus, to 
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fluid-like behavior, indicated by a larger loss modulus, at less than 50% strain (around 45% for 

the 5% gelatin microgel formulation, 13% for the 10% gelatin microgel formulation). This shear-

induced liquefaction is localized to the volume immediately around the traveling tip since the 

matrix bath liquefies at considerably less than 100% strain. 

 

2.2.3 Gelatin-based continuous phase 

Soluble gelatin which can be cross-linked using TG is employed as the continuous phase of the 

composite matrix bath material. It is compatible with both gellan and gelatin microgels, provided 

that the TG within the gelatin microgels is deactivated prior to mixing. If gelatin microgels 

containing residual active TG are utilized, the mixture begins to gel immediately; it is usable but 

less convenient. As noted above, the gelation time can be altered by changing the enzyme 

concentration without strongly affecting the final gel properties since the enzyme continues to 

create cross-links until no more active sites are available. With a long gelation time, printing can 

be completed after mixing the matrix with the enzyme, allowing formation of a homogeneously 

cross-linked construct. However, culture media components may deactivate TG, 51 so for cell-

laden constructs the cross-linking process may terminate when they are immersed in or perfused 

with media. As a result, the mechanical and chemical properties of cell-laden constructs may be 

more sensitive to the specific fabrication process and matrix bath formulation than acellular 

structures in which enzymatic cross-linking consumes all possible active sites over time. 

Combinations of gellan and gelatin have been reported for various biomedical39,52 and 

commercial53 applications. Both of these biopolymers participate in hydrogen bonding and 

dipole-dipole interactions; positively charged amino acids in gelatin may also interact ionically 

with the negatively charged carboxylate functional groups in gellan. This results in a strong 
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interphase between matrix and filler and a structurally sound composite after gelation. Since the 

gellan is in the form of pre-gelled microgels, the microstructure is fixed and does not evolve over 

time, as it might if both gellan and gelatin were in solution simultaneously. The reported 

tendency of fluid gelatin-gellan mixtures to phase separate under physiological conditions54 

implies that the dissolved gelatin remains localized in the space between gellan microgels rather 

than infiltrating them since gellan-gellan and gelatin-gelatin interactions are favored over 

gelatin-gellan interactions. 

 

This is the first report using pre-processed gelatin microgel particles as a rheology modifier for 

producing bulk gelatin constructs. The yield stress behavior imparted by gelatin microgels is 

similar to that imparted by gellan microgels, but the final composite material has some 

differences. Because the gelatin particle cross-linking process is terminated by heat inactivation 

rather than by allowing all active sites to be consumed, the gelatin microgels may participate in 

covalent cross-links with the surrounding matrix as well as develop additional internal cross-

links. Thus, the interphase is exceptionally strong since it consists of both covalent bonds and 

non-covalent intermolecular interactions. Because both gelatin-gelatin continuous phase and 

filler are comprised of gelatin, which is chemically similar to native ECM and susceptible to the 

proteases and other factors which cells secrete to remodel their surroundings, the entire 

composite volume supports cell adhesion, cell-mediated local degradation, and cell migration. 

 

The combination of gelatin with microgels enables mechanically stable constructs with very low 

total polymer concentrations (3.5% -13% w/v), which is beneficial since the polymer chains 

inhibit diffusion through the hydrogel overall; a high polymer concentration makes it more 
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difficult to supply nutrients and remove waste from cells throughout the bulk construct. Gellan 

forms robust hydrogels at extremely low concentrations compared to other biopolymers and is 

therefore uniquely suitable as the microgel component of the composite matrix material for bulk 

tissue engineering applications. Gelatin microgels are better suited for applications requiring a 

matrix completely susceptible to cell-mediated degradation. 

 

2.3 Cross-linking of composite matrix bath 

Cross-linking of the composite matrix bath material is initiated by the addition of TG 

immediately before the printing process. After gently mixing to ensure homogeneous gelation, 

sacrificial material is patterned in the matrix bath material using a 3D extrusion printing system. 

To maximize working time and explore fabrication of soft materials, the minimum gelatin 

concentration which would form a stable gel with TG was utilized; based on preliminary work, 

this nominal concentration was 3%w/v (though the effective concentration is likely higher since 

pre-gelled microgels exclude gelatin from some fraction of the total volume of the composite). 

The TG concentration is utilized to control gelation time, primarily, although it also affects the 

final mechanical properties55 of the composite since addition of serum-containing culture media 

inactivates TG. 0.5% TG is found to produce stable, soft gelatin-gellan composite gels in a 

reasonable amount of time (~75 min) at 37°C while allowing a reasonable printing window using 

a 37°C heated stage (~35 min). Lowering TG concentration (0.25%) extends the printing 

window to over 1 hr, but requires an additional 2 hr to form a stable gel; this extended processing 

time is not ideal for cell laden structures. On the other hand, 1% TG shortens the printing 

window significantly, making it difficult to complete the printing process before gel formation 

causes the performance to deteriorate. For gelatin-5% gelatin microgel composites, 0.5% TG 
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results in much faster cross-linking and a short printing window (~10 min); 0.25% only extends 

the printing window to ~20 min. This faster gelation is attributed to the availability of cross-

linking sites in both the microgel filler and the continuous matrix, resulting in faster development 

of a covalent network through the whole volume. 0.1% TG results in an adequate printing 

window with suitable gelation speed using 5% gelatin microgels. For 10% gelatin microgels, the 

printing window for a given overall TG concentration is slightly longer, which may be due to the 

higher TG concentration in the microgel formation process which may leave fewer cross-linking 

sites available within the microgels. As an alternative to the process described herein, a TG-free 

matrix with TG-supplemented ink was attempted; this strategy is appealing since it limits matrix 

curing to the patterned region and should conceptually extend the printing window (though 

perhaps at the expense of consistent gel formation through the entire reservoir). However, this 

did not produce acceptable results; little or no gel formation was observed.  

 

2.4 Sacrificial ink design 

The only requirement for the sacrificial ink in this work is that it has suitable rheology for well-

controlled printing by extrusion and is easy to remove after printing. Aqueous 2% alginate in a 

physiological buffer (PBS) was selected for this work since it is non-toxic and readily available. 

It is noted that long term exposure to sodium citrate, which is required to liquefy cross-linked 

alginate templates, might injure encapsulated cells56,57. For this reason, uncross-linked alginate is 

preferred to make sacrificial templates for biomedical applications. While aqueous uncross-

linked alginate solution is used as a sacrificial ink for this study, more advanced sacrificial 

materials should be utilized for better printing resolution in future studies. 
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3 Material Characterization 

2.3.1 Rheological properties 

The yield stress behavior of uncross-linked matrix bath formulations is quantified at 37°C, 

including gelatin-gellan formulations with and without the addition of CaCl2 and gelatin-gelatin 

formulations as shown in Figure 2(e1), (e2), (k1) and (k2). Steady shear strain rate sweep data 

are presented using the Herschel-Bulkley model, 𝜎 = 𝜎0 + 𝐾�̇�𝑛, where σ is the total stress, σ0 is 

the yield stress, �̇� is the shear rate, and K and n are fitting parameters; fitting parameters for all 

formulations are listed in Table 1. For gelatin-gellan, the addition of CaCl2 results in a notable 

increase in the yield stress, from 0.265 Pa without calcium to 1.78 Pa with added calcium. 

Similarly, the 5% gelatin microgel formulation has a yield stress of 0.5 Pa while the 10% gelatin 

microgel formulation has a yield stress of 3.0 Pa. The yield stress of the matrix formulations 

reported herein are within the range reported in literature for 3D printing applications (0.16 Pa to 

8.8 Pa14). The low yield stress results in very rapid and complete recovery of the matrix behind 

the traveling tip so that printed sacrificial material can be trapped effectively.  Addition of 

calcium stiffens the gellan gel particles and therefore causes an increase in the yield stress58 since 

additional force is required to deform or compress the microgels to initiate flow. For the same 

reason, the yield stress of the gelatin-5% gelatin matrix bath material is notably lower than 

gelatin-10% gelatin matrix bath material since the 10% gelatin microgels are stiffer than 5% 

gelatin microgels. All of the formulations show strong shear thinning behavior after solid-liquid 

transitioning under shear, as shown in the insets of Figure 2(e1), (e2), (k1) and (k2) and indicated 

by the fact that all n values in the Herschel-Bulkley model fits are much smaller than 1. 
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Table 1. Herschel-Bulkley fitting parameters 

Matrix bath formulation Yield stress, σ0, Pa K n 

Gelatin-gellan 0.26 ± 0.07 6.9 ± 0.3 0.29 ± 0.01 

Gelatin-gellan with calcium 1.7 ± 0.7 6.1 ± 0.4 0.30 ± 0.04 

Gelatin-5% gelatin 0.5 ± 0.3 7 ± 3 0.25 ± 0.04 

Gelatin-10% gelatin 3.0 ± 0.4 10.5 ± 0.5 0.52 ± 0.01 

 

2.3.2 Mechanical properties 

To illustrate the effect of microgels on the mechanical properties of the matrix material after 

curing, tensile mechanical tests were carried out on gelatin-gellan composite hydrogel 

specimens. Although the primary purpose of the microgel component is to adjust the rheology of 

the precursor, it also has a marked effect on the properties of the cured hydrogel. Representative 

load/displacement curves for the two materials are shown in Figure 2(f). The effective stiffness 

of the filled and unfilled enzymatically cross-linked gelatin is significantly different. Although 

the stress-strain behavior in both cases is nonlinear, reasonable agreement between replicate 

samples of each type was observed. For illustration, the effective stiffness of the gelatin (3%) -

gellan (0.5%), gelatin (3%) - gelatin (5%) and gelatin (3%) - gelatin (10%) composites is 14.9, 

14.4, and 36.3 kPa, respectively, based on a linear approximation of the data collected after a 0.4 

g preload is applied, making them handleable. The unfilled material is extraordinarily soft: 

extending specimens to approximately 300% strain (6 mm gage, 20 mm extension) exerted a 

barely measurable load on the test equipment so the apparent stiffness is less than 1 kPa. 

However, though soft, the unfilled matrix is quite elastic/resilient and mechanical behavior 

essentially similar over three stretching cycles.   
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The enhanced mechanical properties of the composite are consistent with literature; [34] stiff 

particles in a soft matrix form a stiffer composite. In addition, because of the preparation process, 

preformed microgels likely excluded gelatin. This would confine the gelatin to the free solvent 

volume between microgels and result in a much higher effective gelatin concentration between 

microgel particles, also increasing the mechanical stiffness. These two factors combine to result 

in a mechanically resilient, though still quite soft, hydrogel composite which can be intricately 

structured for functional objects. It should be noted that while the fabricated gelatin composite 

structures are quite soft, they are not particularly fragile so can be handled and manipulated 

easily. Many tissues are also quite soft: liver, brain, adipose, and other tissues have effective 

moduli in the same range (0.1 kPa to 1 MPa) as measured for the printed constructs. 

Encapsulated cells respond to the stiffness of their surroundings so it is an important 

characteristic for directing tissue development in engineered constructs. 

 

4. Embedded Printing Results and Discussion 

4.1 Printing procedure 

As shown in Figure 1, the microgel particles are jammed at rest and cause the entire matrix bath 

material to behave as a solid. As the nozzle travels through the matrix bath, it locally liquefies 

the bath material by unjamming the surrounding gelatin solution. Thus, the liquefied composite 

matrix bath flows around the nozzle and the deposited ink, allowing the nozzle to move freely 

within the reservoir volume and permitting the sacrificial fluid ink to displace fluidized matrix 

bath material. As the nozzle moves away from a region, the jammed microgel particles revert to 

solid-like behavior, trapping the deposited ink in the designed configuration. After the printing 

process is complete, the continuous gelatin solution present between microgels is converted to a 
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chemically cross-linked hydrogel by the action of TG, as described previously. Finally, the 

sacrificial ink is liquefied and flushed if cross-linked during printing or directly flushed if 

uncross-linked from the cross-linked composite hydrogel matrix, leaving voids in the bulk 

hydrogel construct suitable for perfusion. The proposed method can also be expanded to sculpt 

external contours by discarding excess composite hydrogel matrix after printing and cross-

linking. For such bulk objects defined by solid object sculpting, manual removal of excess cross-

linked matrix to release the internal sculpted object is required instead of fluid flushing as the 

final step in the fabrication process. 

 

4.2 Perfusable internal feature printing 

Printed structures including twisted, branching, and interconnected channels formed by 

depositing sacrificial material in the gelatin-gellan and gelatin-gelatin matrix baths, respectively, 

were fabricated (Figure 3). Gelatin-gellan material is used for most examples, but representative 

patterns in gelatin-10% gelatin composite hydrogel matrices are also shown to illustrate 

comparable printing performance in other matrix bath formulations.  

 

Twisted channels (Figure 3(a)) are designed to demonstrate the potential for truly 3D fluidic 

channels spanning multiple planes, which are difficult to achieve with other fabrication 

techniques and which enable more compact and efficient fluid handling as well as expanding the 

applications of microfluidic devices.59 Each channel was printed intermittently as segments in 

order to be twisted. Due to die swelling and alginate diffusion, the printed channel diameter 

varies from 0.75 mm to 1.00 mm with a dispensing nozzle inner diameter of 0.84 mm. This 

design also shows other capabilities of the embedded printing process: planar segments can be 
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formed in a designed configuration, nonplanar segments can form continuous lumens with planar 

segments, segments printed at different stages in the fabrication process can be connected, and 

the feature size can be adjusted during printing. The elasticity of the matrix bath material makes 

results particularly sensitive to the print path design; corners and junctions tend to be distorted 

when printed at high speeds or when print paths cross in exactly the same plane. During printing, 

a small volume of support material surrounding the traveling nozzle is liquefied, so sharp corners 

are rounded if the nozzle travels too fast for the first segment to be trapped before the travel 

direction changes to deposit the second segment. Similarly, for in-plane path crossings, the 

liquefied region around the traveling tip unjams the matrix bath material around the previously 

deposited filament and distorts it as it travels across. This problem is mitigated by offsetting path 

crossings slightly in the z direction such that the bottom filament is largely intact but still fuses 

with the top filament.  Intersections between channels printed during different steps, whether the 

segments form a fluidic junction or simply a continuous channel, must be designed with care; the 

moving nozzle disrupts a small volume of support material ahead of it so may prevent fusion of 

channels where the designed deposition paths only intersect at a single point. Instead, the print 

path should be designed such that the printing tip travels through the first filament as it deposits 

the second. In the twisted channel example, segments printed at different times in the fabrication 

process extend nominally 0.5 mm beyond the intersection point which results in excellent 

connectivity between segments and free flow of solutions and suspensions through the connected 

channels. Larger diameter wells for infusing solutions into the channels are formed by depositing 

small circular layers of sacrificial material rather than a simple post; this is an effective approach 

to create larger void volumes of specific shapes and sizes. It is noted that complicated and/or 

twisted channels can be achieved using alternative technologies such as casting60 and 
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stereolithography,61 however, it is difficult for casting to generate more complicated and twisted 

channels since a casting bioink may flush away slender sacrificial structures and for 

stereolithography to carve out channels out of a cell-laden matrix. 

 

Figure 3(b) specifically illustrates the feasibility of branching channels with good connectivity 

formed by diverging print paths. In addition, planar structures suitable for microscopic 

examination are of interest for in situ observation of cells within printed constructs as well as 

fluid dynamics. The structure in Figure 3(c) adds a layer of complexity by combining multiple 

branches and two discrete perfusable channel systems within the same reservoir. The lattice 

network in Figure 3(d) is a simplified version of branching channels which are an essential 

feature of the vasculature; such orthogonal branching networks or lattices are often used to 

approximate vasculature in engineered constructs21 since they are easier to design and model. 

More biomimetic hierarchical channel networks are also feasible, as shown in Figure 3(e). In 

general, printing performance is similar for gelatin-gelatin and gelatin-gellan matrix bath 

formulations; representative gelatin-gelatin composite constructs with printed features are shown 

in Figure 3(f) and (g).  
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Figure 3. Printed internal features in gelatin-gellan (a-e) and gelatin-gelatin (f-g) composite 

matrices showing different channel geometries and designs. (Scale bars: 5 mm) 

 

It is noted that matrix bath formulations may need to include calcium cations to partially cross-

link sacrificial alginate ink in order to prevent excessive diffusion of the ink material from its 

printed location. Fortunately, it is unnecessary to include calcium cations for gelation for simple 

printed patterns, and similar printing performance is achieved for matrix formulations with and 

without calcium cations as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Printing performance with (using cross-linked alginate) and without (using liquid 

alginate) calcium in matrix bath formulations with printed sacrificial alginate patterns; images 

captured after rinsing away sacrificial ink and infusing channels with pigment. (Scale bars: 5 

mm) 

 

4.3 Solid object sculpting  

As a special application, embedded printing also enables the production of solid objects as 

illustrated in Figure 5, by simply tracing the outer contour as a shell within a larger matrix bath 

reservoir (Figure 5(a-b)), then curing the matrix bath material (Figure 5(c)) and separating the 

region defined by the sacrificial ink from the excess material (Figure 5(d)). This sculpting 

process is a convenient method to generate freeform soft solid hydrogel structures from 

structural models and medical imagery. Dumbbell-shaped structures are fabricated to 

demonstrate that overhanging features and well defined edges and corners are feasible. They are 

formed by depositing a base layer to define the bottom surface, then depositing the walls and top 

surface layer by layer. The internal sculpted object cures concurrently with the external hydrogel 

Gelatin-gellan matrix Gelatin-gelatin 

matrix
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composite matrix, but is entirely isolated from it by the deposited sacrificial material. After 

curing, the excess material is simply cut or fractured to free the internal sculpted object, which 

can be rinsed to remove the fluid sacrificial material from the surface. To facilitate recovery of 

these embedded objects, a slit may be formed by adding a line of sacrificial material in each 

layer to create a wall extending into the excess bulk matrix bath region from the printed contour, 

as shown in Figure 5(a)-(c). After curing, this wall forms a slit in the composite hydrogel matrix 

which facilitates removal of excess material from the printed object (Figure 5(d)).  

 

Although some matrix material is wasted in this solid object sculpting fabrication process, it 

enables rapid translation of arbitrary 3D shapes from computer models to solid hydrogel objects 

independent of orientation and without requiring the generation of support material or infill. For 

example, a 3D brain model was converted to G-code and printed within an hour, then cured and 

separated from the excess material to obtain an intact model replicating the intricate surface of 

the 3D model as shown in Figure 5(e). This makes it more accessible for non-expert users of 3D 

printing technology, especially since typical hydrogel printing processes require support bath 

materials or concurrent printing of mechanical reinforcements. It is noted that some hydrogels 

such as alginate can be printed into a simple gelation solution such as a calcium chloride solution 

for alginate and gels into a 3D structure, 10, 11, 62 but this approach only works for some hydrogels 

and certain thin-walled shapes, which can be easily supported and gelled during printing. 

Furthermore, the fabricated solid objects are truly homogeneous solids: there are no entrapped air 

bubbles between filaments, no layer interfaces, and no differences between perimeter and infill 

regions. Because the objects are isotropic, swelling or shrinkage due to post-processing 

conditions is also isotropic and does not cause structural failure or delamination.  
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It should be pointed out that solid object sculpting is a special application of embedded printing 

where embedded features can be combined to form biomedical constructs with both internal and 

external features. Block constructs with both external and internal features are designed and 

printed as shown in Figure 5(f). The blocks are formed by first printing the base, then depositing 

the walls and internal lattice concurrently, followed by vertical posts to connect features in 

different xy planes, and finally printing the top surface. The designed blocks have smooth outer 

walls along with periodic orthogonal channels forming an internal network. Cell-laden printed 

blocks are also feasible and the printed perfusable internal features have a notable influence on 

their biological activity as discussed later.  

 

 

Figure 5. Embedded surface printing for solid object sculpting: (a) schematic of sacrificial 

material printing including slit to facilitate part harvesting, (b) complete exterior contour of 

dumbbell construct defined by a printed sacrificial material shell, (c) cured hydrogel composite 

block with embedded object contour, (d) removal of external composite hydrogel matrix material 
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to recover solid sculpted hydrogel object, and schematics and photos of other structures 

fabricated by solid object sculpting: (e) sculpted brain model based on medical imaging data and 

(f) sculpted lattice block with internal channels. (Scale bars: 5 mm). 

 

4.4 Microgel composite matrix for cellular applications 

The proposed composite matrix bath formulations are further evaluated for biocompatibility. 

Living cells embedded in the composite hydrogel matrix formulations are observed to spread and 

proliferate over time. To compare the biocompatibility and bioactivity of the various composite 

hydrogel matrix formulations, cast cell-laden discs were cultured and cell morphology was 

observed on Day 1, Day 3, and Day 7 using a fluorescein diacetate green stain for live cells, as 

shown in Figure 6(a). Unexpectedly, although the cells in the gelatin-gellan composite lagged in 

terms of cell extension and appeared round on Day 1, the cell population in the gellan composite 

appeared much more active and extended than the cell population in the gelatin-gelatin 

composite at Days 3 and 7. As observed elsewhere, gellan microgel composites provide a 

hospitable environment for 3D cell culture. [34] The lower cell activity in the gelatin-10% gelatin 

matrix is attributed to the overall high polymer concentration of ~13.0% (versus 3.5% in the 

gelatin-gellan composite), which reduces diffusion and therefore restricts cell nutrition and 

exposes them to elevated levels of metabolic waste products. The lower overall polymer 

concentration in the gelatin-gellan composite (3.5%) allows more effective diffusion and 

supports more extensive cell activity. Furthermore, patterning of heterogeneous cell populations 

can be achieved in a hydrogel composite construct using the proposed embedded printing 

approach as seen from Figure 6(b-d). First, a gelatin-gellan or gelatin-gelatin composite matrix 

bath is prepared as described earlier. Second, different cell populations are patterned in the yield-
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stress composite matrix bath by depositing non-sacrificial cell-laden inks containing different 

cell types in specific locations within the matrix bath, resulting in a heterogeneous cellular 

pattern. The purple rings in Figure 6 are to distinguish different cellular rings from each other, 

and the blue color from Hoechst 33342 represents cell nuclei. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. (a) Living cells within matrix formulations at various time points. Patterning of 

heterogeneous cell populations: (b) schematic of a heterogeneous construct, (c) pigment-laden 

ink pattern within a gelatin-gelatin hydrogel composite disc, and (d) part of a fluorescently 

stained cell-laden circle within an acellular gelatin-gelatin hydrogel composite disc. (Scale bars: 

400 µm for (a), 5 mm for (c), and 500 µm for (d)) 
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To demonstrate the feasibility in perfusable thick tissue fabrication using the proposed composite 

matrix bath formulations, cellular block constructs with embedded lattice channels, as shown 

schematically in Figure 5(f) and in the photographs in Figure 7(a), were printed and cultured 

statically for 4 days. Their metabolic activity and cell morphology are further compared with 

those of solid block constructs of the same composition (but lacking a printed lattice). The 

AlamarBlue assay results in Figure 7(b) show that the metabolic activity in printed constructs 

increased more rapidly than in solid blocks, indicating that the printed features improve cell 

activity. While the AlamarBlue assay results are affected by the surface area of the constructs as 

well as diffusion speed, it is a useful early metric for evaluating cell survival and activity within 

engineered tissue constructs. Cells which are unable to interact with the AlamarBlue assay 

reagents during the treatment period are also unlikely to survive for long since they are not able 

to access fresh media components. In future, more in-depth studies which examine markers of 

specific cell activities for tissue-specific functions need to be evaluated spatiotemporally to 

assess engineered tissue constructs. Cross sections from the interior of the block are stained to 

observe green fluorescence from living cells and evaluate whether printed channel features 

improve cell survival within bulk cellular constructs. Although live cells are present in both 

printed and cast hydrogel constructs, they appear more abundant in printed structures, with 

extensive spreading as well as developing clusters of cells due to proliferation. Representative 

images of central cross sections (showing regions away from the edges of the blocks) are shown 

in Figure 7(c) and (d). In particular, a perfusion channel is visible in Figure 7(c). 
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Figure 7. Cellular gelatin-gellan constructs (a) images of overall printed constructs and cell 

populations within printed and unprinted constructs, (b) cell activity in printed and unprinted 

constructs, and (c) and (d) living cell images on Day 4. (Scale bars: 5 mm unless otherwise 

marked) 

 

4.5 Printing quality and design constraints  

There are two major factors which affect the outcome of a printing process: the composite 

material selection and the printing parameters. 
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4.5.1 Effects of composite material on printing quality 

The rheological properties of the matrix bath shift during the printing process as the added TG 

begins to cross-link the matrix bath, transforming the yield stress precursor to a covalently cross-

linked composite hydrogel matrix. As a result, the printing performance also changes. This was 

assessed by printing channels at timed intervals after the addition of TG to the matrix bath, then 

curing and sectioning the gel block to observe the channel morphology. A gradual shift from 

perfectly round (aspect ratio of 1.066 and roundness of 0.938) to significantly elongated (aspect 

ratio of 2.057 and roundness of 0.486) channels was observed from immediately after mixing TG 

into the gelatin-gellan  matrix bath to 40 minutes after mixing as shown in Figure 8; after this 

time, attempting to print in the partially cured matrix bath caused tearing as the matrix material 

deformed elastically and eventually fractured rather than flowing around the traveling nozzle. 

Deposited sacrificial material did not form well defined features under these conditions, as 

indicated by the large error bars at late time points in Figure 8. Allowing 5 minutes for loading 

the TG-supplemented matrix material in the reservoir and assuming a speed of 150 mm/min, it is 

possible to print over 5 m of sacrificial material before the performance deteriorates significantly 

(35 min × 150 mm/min = 5250 mm = 5.25 m). This translates, for example, to a 1×2×2 cm 

construct with no cell further than 200 µm from a 600 µm diameter printed channel. 
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Figure 8. Effects of changing rheological properties on printed channel morphology (0.5% 

gellan + 3% gelatin and 0.5% TG) 

 

4.5.2 Effects of fabrication parameters on printing quality 

Generally, the printing resolution (minimum channel size in this study) depends on the 

dispensing nozzle tip size and printing conditions/parameters, and the feature morphology 

(channels in this study) is influenced by the printing time and varying yield-stress property of the 

matrix bath. Herein, the minimum channel size is primarily controlled by the nozzle tip diameter 

in this displacement-based printer where the flow rate is automatically adjusted to match the 

travel speed in order to maintain the filament width; however, larger circular channels can be 

produced by either using a larger nozzle tip or printing sacrificial materials atop of each other 

along the same print path. Attempts to print small channels using a low flow rate through a 

relatively large tip resulted in poorly-shaped (but intact) channels; the cross section was 

triangular due to the wide void space created behind the tip and resulting up overflow of the 
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sacrificial material. In general, the shape of the channel cross section deteriorates over the course 

of the printing process as the matrix material’s recovery behind the tip becomes slower and less 

complete, as discussed in the previous section. This may be observed during printing as an 

increasing tendency of the matrix bath around the tip to deform elastically rather than simply 

flow around it. After printing, the most noticeable effect of longer print time is a transition to 

vertically elongated or tear-drop shaped channel cross sections, in contrast to the ideal circular 

cross section of features printed immediately after matrix preparation. The ‘printing window’ is 

defined as the longest time after matrix preparation when reasonably circular cross sections are 

observed, and is approximately 35 min herein. The minimum gap between channels is similar in 

both the xy plane and for vertical z stacking, and is approximately equal to the filament width.  

 

These results are comparable to those achieved using previously reported materials28,30,31 for 

embedded printing: minimum channel size is set by the tip size and can be adjusted by altering 

the flow rate or travel speed. An analogous process utilizes focused radiation (typically laser 

light) to selectively ablate material within a hydrogel monolith, creating cavities, channels, and 

other features63. While valuable in some contexts, especially where creating void space in a 

precise spatial arrangement relative to existing cells is needed, the low throughput and low 

penetration depth of this technique limits its utility for larger structures. Embedded printing, 

however, enables rapid fabrication of fluidic networks through the entire volume of thick 

structures. 
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5. Conclusions 

This report evaluates the use of a microgel-filled cross-linkable yield stress composite hydrogel 

as a matrix bath to enable embedded patterning of sacrificial materials to generate engineered 

tissue constructs with perfusable internal channels. The combination of yield-stress fluid 

behavior from a jammed microgel filler (such as gellan or gelatin) and susceptibility to covalent 

cross-linking from the continuous phase (the gelatin and TG mixture herein) enables rapid 

custom fabrication of mechanically robust perfusable engineered constructs laden with cells. 

This approach has potential for both in vitro and in vivo applications and may be especially 

useful for chip-based systems where traditional printing methods would have difficulty 

depositing a cell-laden matrix to completely fill a pre-existing cavity. Both 2D and 3D fluidic 

networks have been demonstrated using the proposed composite matrix bath. Networked 

channels increase the metabolic activity of living cells in the cross-linked matrix. The bath 

temperature for printing and during incubation has been maintained at 37°C, and a temperature 

lower than 37°C may cause the physical gelation of gelatin and negatively affect the printing 

process. 

 

In addition, the yield stress microgel composite matrix bath also enables solid object sculpting by 

printing a shell of sacrificial material to define the external contour of an object in a composite 

matrix bath as well as patterning of heterogeneous cell populations within a bulk construct. This 

solid object sculpting method may be particularly useful for generating patient-specific models 

with properties analogous to native tissue to aid in medical training and facilitate surgical 

planning; custom implantable printed constructs may also be readily fabricated based on medical 

imaging of specific tissue defects. Soft constructs which combine internal heterogeneity and 
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custom outer contours may also be valuable in surgical planning. The ability to control the 

spatial arrangement of heterogeneous cell populations within engineered constructs is another 

invaluable application of this methodology; tissue functionality depends on the coordinated 

efforts of specialized cells in specific spatial arrangements relative to one another. Engineered 

tissues which recapitulate this spatial organization to match native tissue are of great interest for 

both clinical applications and studying the relationship between tissue structure and 

functionality. 

 

It should be noted that the main contribution of this study is to design and test a cross-linkable 

microgel composite matrix bath for embedded bioprinting of perfusable tissue constructs as well 

as sculpting of solid objects. The microgel composite-based matrix bath material forms the final 

construct. As such, the selection of the best sacrificial materials and the printing of most delicate 

channels are not the focus of this study. While aqueous alginate solution is used as a sacrificial 

ink, more advanced sacrificial materials can be utilized for better printing resolution. For the 

creation of deep microscale channels, the sacrificial material should be chosen less viscous 

during removal, and the gelled matrix should be designed to have enough mechanical strength to 

maintain its mechanical integrity during sacrificial material removal. 

 

Future work may include additional cell studies and material optimization for dynamic thick 

tissue perfusion and specific tissue engineering applications such as fracture strength for 

suturing, exploration of alternative microgel and/or continuous phase materials to adjust the 

mechanical properties, the effects of matrix curing and printing conditions/time, and functional 

properties of the printed objects such as the diffusion limit of perfused materials, better imaging 
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quality of printed channels, and better characterization and understanding of rheological 

properties of various microgel composite matrix baths. Specifically, a detailed chemical analysis 

of the matrix bath cross-linking process should be characterized and related to the bath 

rheological properties and duration of printable time, the boundary condition between the matrix 

and microgel particles needs to be characterized using an environmental scanning electron 

microscope since there may be some cross-linking reactions due to the TG in the gelatin 

continuous phase; and the design and fabrication of vasculatures with complicated structures 

should be pursued by optimizing the sacrificial material as well as the microgel for the composite 

matrix bath. 

 

6. Materials and Methods 

6.1 Material preparation 

6.1.1 Gelatin-gellan matrix bath 

The gelatin-gellan matrix bath material was prepared by dissolving 3% w/v gelatin and 6.8 mM 

CaCl2 (0.1% w/v CaCl2•2H2O) as needed in jammed 0.5% w/v gellan microgels, then adding 

transglutaminase. Gellan microgel dispersions were prepared by following a published 

protocol.17 Then, the appropriate mass of gelatin (225 bloom, type A, from porcine skin, MP 

Biomedicals, Solon, OH) and calcium chloride (calcium chloride dihydrate, Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MO) as needed was added to the jammed microgels and allowed to dissolve at 37°C until 

a clear mixture was obtained. To enable rapid and efficient addition of TG to the matrix mixture, 

a 20 wt% stock solution of tranglutaminase (MooGloo TI, Modernist Pantry, York, ME) was 

prepared by dissolving the dry powder in PBS; the mixture was vortexed briefly and maintained 

at 37°C for 20 minutes to dissolve the enzyme, then stored at 4°C until use. Immediately before 
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printing, TG stock was added to the warm matrix mixture for a final concentration of 0.5 wt%. 

The warm mixture was gently mixed and centrifuged to remove bubbles before loading in the 

print bath for patterning. Immediately after loading the matrix material (0.5% gellan, 3% gelatin, 

0.5% TG, and 6.8 mM CaCl2 as needed) in the print reservoir, the reservoir was placed on the 

heated print bed and the sacrificial ink was deposited to create features within the material. After 

the printing process was complete, the print reservoir was held at 37°C for 75 minutes for full 

cross-linking.  

 

6.1.2 Gelatin-gelatin matrix bath  

Gelatin microgels were prepared by fragmenting a bulk covalently cross-linked gel. Gelatin was 

dissolved in PBS at 37°C to make a 22.2% w/v solution. A 20% w/v stock solution of TG (Moo 

Gloo TI, Modernist Pantry, York ME) in PBS was prepared separately by dispersing the powder 

in PBS, vortexing briefly, then incubating at 37°C for 20 minutes; TG stock was stored at 4C for 

up to one week before use. The two solutions were mixed at a 9:1 ratio for final concentrations 

of 20% gelatin and 2% TG, and incubated for 4 hr at 37°C for gel formation in a conical vial. 5% 

and 10% w/v gelatin gels were prepared analogously, keeping the 10:1 ratio between gelatin and 

TG constant (that is, they were cross-linked using 0.5% and 1.0% TG respectively).  The vial of 

covalently cross-linked gel was then placed in boiling water for 20 min to deactivate TG. Finally, 

the bulk gel was placed in a beaker with deionized water for a total volume of ~200 mL and 

fragmented using a household immersion blender on high for 5 min. Excess water was removed 

by centrifuging the microgel mixture (5 min at 4200 rpm) and discarding the watery supernatant; 

the packed microgels were then stored at 4°C until use.  
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In addition, the covalently cross-linked gelatin microgels were also autoclaved at 121°C for 60 

min to prepare materials for cell culture; excess PBS was added prior to autoclaving to prevent 

desiccation of the microgels, and they were re-collected by centrifuging after sterilization. 

 

Gelatin composites were prepared by combining dry gelatin with gelatin microgels. Typically, 

0.3 g gelatin was combined with 10.0 g gelatin microgels to make a composite curable matrix 

precursor. As needed, 6.8 mM CaCl2 was added for alginate gelation. The mixture was warmed 

to 37°C and mixed thoroughly until homogeneous, then combined with TG stock immediately 

before printing. 

 

6.1.3 Sacrificial ink 

The alginate-based sacrificial ink was prepared by dissolving 2% w/v high-molecular weight 

alginate (Acros Organics, Waltham MA) in PBS. 

 

6.1.4 Cell-laden matrix 

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were harvested as previously described, [9] pelleted, and resuspended for this 

work. For biocompatibility assessment and cell patterning studies, cells were resuspended in the 

warm gelatin- gelatin matrix bath mixture before adding TG stock solution. For morphology 

evaluation, the cell-laden matrix was cast in a 24-well plate. For cell patterning, the cell-laden 

matrix was loaded in a sterilized syringe for dispensing into a cast acellular matrix bath. 

 

For printed cell-laden structures, cell were resuspended in the warm gelatin-gellan matrix bath 

mixture with calcium at 2.5 × 10 6 cells/ mL just before adding the TG stock solution. Cellular 
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structures were printed with a 30 gauge tip. To verify that cells remained viable and that the 

matrix supported adhesion and cellular interactions, 5 mm thick cast discs of the cell laden 

matrix material without printed features were initially fabricated and cultured for several days. 

Cell-laden structures were incubated in complete culture media (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 

medium (DMEM, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) 

(HyClone, Logan, UT)) in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. Metabolic activity was assessed on 1, 

2, 3, and 4 using the alamarBlue assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions except that the incubation time was extended to 6 hours; fluorescent 

intensity was recorded using a plate reader (Synergy HT, Biotek, Winooski, VT). Cellular 

constructs were stained with fluorescein diacetate (FDA) (green) for live cells and/or Hoechst 

33342 (blue) for nuclei using a protocol in a previous study.17 

 

6.2 Matrix characterization 

6.2.1 Rheology measurement 

Rheological properties were measured as previously described 17. In particular, samples were 

subjected to a preshear step (100 s-1 for 30 sec) followed by a 60 sec recovery period to eliminate 

loading effects. 

 

6.2.2 Mechanical properties 

The effect of the gellan microgel filler on the mechanical properties of the covalent gelatin gel 

were evaluated using tensile mechanical tests. Dogbone shaped samples of either the print 

matrix, prepared as described in 4.1.1, or gellan-free 3% gelatin in PBS with 0.5% TG, were cast 

in PDMS molds. The molds were prepared from machined aluminum masters and had 
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dimensions of 0.50 thick × 1.25 wide × 6.00 long (all in mm); the hydrogel precursors were 

allowed to cure at 37°C for 60 minutes, then carefully demolded and immediately tested as 

described in a previous study.17 Data was exported to Microsoft Excel for further processing. 

 

6.3 Printing and design constraints 

For printing, a Hyrel Engine SR 3D printer (Hyrel3D, Norcross, GA) was utilized as described in 

a previous study.17 Although exact settings varied slightly, the layer height setting was typically 

~0.5× the nozzle width, and the print speed was set at 2.5-5 mm/sec in the x and y directions and 

2.5 mm/sec in the z direction. 

 

6.4 Post-processing 

After printing, constructs with embedded sacrificial ink were allowed to cross-link at 37°C for 45 

min. Then, the sacrificial ink was removed from channels or the sculpted objects were separated 

manually from excess matrix material. In cases where the sacrificial material did not form a gel 

(alginate in calcium-free matrix formulations), the fluid sacrificial material was simply flushed 

from internal channels by infusing water (acellular constructs) or PBS (cell-laden constructs). 

For alginate sacrificial ink in calcium-containing matrix formulations, soaking in 1.62% w/v 

sodium citrate (molecular biology grade, BDH, USA) for several hours was necessary to fully 

liquefy the sacrificial ink within perfusable features so that they could be flushed with other 

fluids. Sculpted objects were recovered by simply manually separating the internal sculpted 

object from excess matrix material; soaking in citrate facilitated this process when alginate 

sacrificial ink was used with calcium-containing matrix formulations, but was not essential. 
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